Detecting stress from social media gives a non-intrusive and inexpensive alternative to traditional tools such as questionnaires or physiological sensors for monitoring mental state of individuals. This paper introduces a novel framework for finding reasons for stress from tweets, analyzing multiple categories for the first time. Three word-vector based methods are evaluated on collections of tweets about politics or airlines and are found to be more accurate than standard machine learning algorithms.
Introduction
Stress is the manifestation of physical or emotional pressure, often as a bodily response to a real or perceived challenge. Selye (1936) defines it as non-specific response of the body to any demand for change. It is an important aspect of the mental state of people including business customers, citizens involved in political debates, and commuters. If detected automatically, it can be used to predict problems such as customer churn, threatening political events or transportation deadlocks in these contexts. In socio-political domains, such as politics, sports, and news, stress detection can help in understanding the stress trends to get a collective mental state of the target population. For example, increases in apparent stress, topics generating stress, or geographical stress hotspots might all have important consequences. Also, for service-centric businesses, including hotels, airports and airlines, in which the owner's goal is to provide a stress-free stay, travel or transit, it is valuable to know the causes of stress for customers, which might point to issues requiring immediate attention.
Social media can be harnessed to discover trends in group or individual emotions and moods. Although previous studies (reviewed below) have developed methods to detect stress in social media, the causes of stress also need to be known so that remedial actions can be targeted more effectively. In response, this research implements a novel framework for finding the causes of stress expressed in tweets. This study introduces a method to classify stress causes from tweets belonging to two domains, one each from sociopolitical (Politics) and service-centric (Airlines) domains, to demonstrate the viability of the methods.
The contributions of this work are as follows: 1. This is the first multiple category study detecting reasons for stress expressed in tweets. 2. A dataset of tweets annotated with reasons for stress.
Related Work

Stress Detection from Social Media
In recent years, social media content analysis has emerged as a useful tool to evaluate the mental health of users. Internet usage patterns (Kotikalapudi et al, 2012) and status messages on Facebook (Moreno et al, 2011) have been demonstrated to be viable tools for evaluating 2 depressive tendencies. Similarly, message content and interaction patterns on Twitter can also be harnessed to help identify depression , Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Coppersmith et al, 2014) , and postpartum emotional and behavioral changes . TensiStrength (Thelwall et al, 2017 ) is the first lexical based program to detect the strength of stress and relaxation in tweets. Its lexicon is derived from LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), General Inquirer (Stone et al, 1986 ) and emotion terms from the sentiment analysis software SentiStrength (Thelwall et al, 2010; Thelwall et al, 2012) . TensiStrength estimates stress (on a scale of -1 to -5) and relaxation (on a scale of +1 to +5) with accuracy comparable to several general machine learning algorithms. The performance of this system was improved by adding word sense disambiguation as a preprocessing step for tweets (Gopalakrishna Pillai et al., 2018) .
Though there is a growing interest in finding expressions of stress from social media content, as discussed above, the existing research does not, for the most part, discuss the reasons for stress. Our model, on the other hand, studies the reasons for stress in multiple categories.
Topic Modelling in Tweets
Topic modelling is the extraction of latent topics in documents, which may be helpful to find stress reasons from a collection of texts. Two common topic modelling methods for documents are Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al, 2003) and Author Topic Models (ATM) (Rozen-Zvi et al., 2005) .
The applicability of these methods to tweets is hindered by informal language, grammatical errors, slang and emoticons. To overcome these issues, aggregation of related tweets into individual documents has been proposed as a potential solution, called pooling. Mehrotra et al (2013) proposed one of the most widely accepted pooling methods to overcome the limited coherence of LDA on Twitter data. It found that pooling tweets by hashtags performs better than other pooling schemes (author-wise, hourly, and burst-wise) based on Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI), NMI scores and purity scores.
Alvares-Melis and Saveski (2016) present a scheme for tweet pooling in which tweets and their replies are aggregated into a single document. The users who participate in the conversation are considered to be co-authors of this pooled document. We used an LDA-based topic modelling with hashtag pooling in our present study. Though conversation pooling was found to give better performance compared to hashtag pooling, it was not suitable for our datasets, which consisted of tweets having the relevant hashtags and could not be grouped into 'conversations'.
Word Vectors and its Application in Sentiment Analysis
Liu (2012) defines sentiment Analysis is as the field of study that analyses opinions or sentiments of people towards entities such as products, services, individuals and their attributes.
Sentiments in text are most often expressed by opinion words which has positive (good, wonderful, fantastic) or negative (bad, poor, horrible) polarity. However, finding the inherent sentiment of a text from content words is not a straightforward problem, due to ambiguity of word meanings and complex sentiments such as sarcasm. Hence, efficient and accurate word representations which considers the context information also, become necessary. Representation of words as real-valued vectors has been employed in sentiment analysis, as in other NLP problems. There are two common architectures for word vector representations: Word2Vec and GloVe (Pennington et al, 2014) . Word2Vec has two models: Skipgram where the objective is to predict a word's context given the word itself and Bag of Words (BoW) where the objective is to predict a word given its context. GloVe (Global Vectors) was proposed as an alternative model, in which the global corpus statistics are captured directly. Over the years, there have been attempts to incorporate the sentiment information of the words into these vectors, to make them more suitable for analysis of sentiment in documents and short texts such as tweets (Maas et al,2011 , Tang et al., 2014 . Our methods to find stress reasons from tweets also use word vector representations as illustrated in the next section. 
Overview
The proposed method selects reasons for stress expressed in tweets from a pre-defined list of potential stressors for tweets belonging to two categories, politics and airlines, collected by the Tweepy API. Tweets with high stress scores, as judged by TensiStrength, were considered for creating this list of potential stressors. These highstress tweets were subjected to topic modelling and k-means clustering to find the clusters of frequently occurring topics. Topic modelling provides a soft clustering of the topics, however we followed it with k-means clustering to obtain coherent collections of topics. These topic clusters were manually refined to generate title words that most aptly encompass each cluster. The title words constituted a list of potential stressors for the tweets of that category. To automatically detect stress reasons, the tweets were processed by three new word-vector based methods to find a reason for the stress expressed within them. These were compared with reasons found by human coders to evaluate the accuracy.
Method details Finding Potential Stressors:
The first step is to form a list of potential reasons for stress in a given category/domain. 
Word Vector Processing:
The tweets were preprocessed to eliminate URLs, prepositions, interjections and conjunctions. Constituent words in hashtags were separated. The remaining words constitute the content words set. Three different word-vector based methods were used to find causes of stress from the list of potential stressors. Method 1 (maximum word similarity): The cosine similarity of each word in the content words set was calculated with each potential stressor. The stressor with highest similarity with any of the content words in the tweet was chosen as the stress cause. Method 2 (context vector similarity): A context vector was found for each tweet by calculating the average of the word vectors of all words in the content words set. The stressor with highest cosine similarity with this context vector was chosen as the stress cause. Method 3 (cluster vector similarity): Each stressor was represented by a cluster vector which is the average of vectors of all words in its topic cluster. The cosine similarity of each of these cluster vectors was calculated with the context vector and the cluster with maximum similarity was chosen as the stress cause.
Dataset and Annotation
Two different datasets of public Twitter posts were collected with the Tweepy API.
Politics: For political tweets, the search parameter was the hashtag "#politics AND #us" and #uspolitics from 14.04.2018 to 14.05.2018. This retrieved 22293 tweets, which were processed to remove duplicates, retweets and tweets with only URLs. The resulting dataset had 8163 tweets. The first task was to make a list of potential stressors for tweets which could be used for the further stressor identification tasks. The underlying assumption was that frequently discussed topics in tweets with very high stress scores were potential stressors. Stress scores were assigned on a scale of -1 (no stress) to -5 (high stress) to each tweet in the dataset, using TensiStrength. The 2205 tweets having a stress score of -5 or -4 were filtered to form the corpus for further processing. They were then preprocessed by removing all URLs, 269 4 @usernames and stop words and divided into groups of 200 tweets each (11 groups, the last one having 205 tweets). The dominant topics in each group were found by an LDA-based topic modelling with hashtag pooling implementation in Python. These topics were aggregated and the kmeans clustering algorithm used to separate them into 7 clusters. This number of clusters produced the most coherent and intuitive clusters for this collection. The seven clusters were manually checked to find the most apt descriptive word for each one, after removing outliers, if any. For example, one cluster had topic modelling key terms: rape, crime, rage, murder, terrorism, fight, chaos, avalanche, abuse. We chose to describe this cluster by the word "violence". The title words for all 7 clusters constitute the list of potential stressors. Clusters and potential stressors emerging from them are listed in Table 1 To evaluate the new methods, out of the 8163 tweets obtained after duplicate removal, 4517 tweets with expressions of stress were selected (TensiStrength scores, -5, -4 or -3). 2000 tweets were randomly chosen from this collection and were annotated individually and independently by three human coders. Their task was to select the most appropriate stressor from the predefined list of potential stressors produced by the topic modeling. Coding guidelines were provided and inter-coder agreement scores were calculated using Krippendorff's α (Krippendorff, 2004) Airlines: A similar process was followed to create the Airlines dataset. The tweets were obtained by searching for hashtags belonging to 9 popular airlines (#gojetairlines, #allnipponairways, #airnewzealand, #swissair, #turkishairlines, #airfrance, #unitedairlines, #emirateairlines, #ryanair), during the same period as the political tweets. The search returned 31457 tweets and, after duplicates and retweets removal, 7965 tweets. Out of this, 3214 tweets were found to have expressions of high stress, (stress score -5 or -4) using TensiStrength system. These were analyzed by topic modelling to find out the list of potential stressors in the category, as detailed in the previous section.
The 3214 tweets having stress values of -5 or -4 were divided into groups of 300 (11 groups, the last group having 214 tweets) and using topic modelling with hashtag pooling we found out the topics in each groups; which was aggregated and further analyzed by k-means clustering to form five clusters after manual refining to remove the outliers. Examples of topics in the five detected clusters and the stressor title word corresponding to each of them are given in Table 2 . High inter-coder agreement values in both categories denote that the problem definition and guidelines are well-defined and followed.
Experimental Setup
For training the word vectors used in the experiments, a Twitter Word2Vec model trained on 400 million tweets was used, released as part of an ACL W-NUT tasks (Godin et al, 2015) . We ran three machine learning algorithms as comparison baselines.
• AdaBoost: An adaptive boosting algorithm based on a simple classifier.
• Logistic Regression: Simple logistic regression.
• SVM: Support Vector Machines using sequential minimal optimization.
The classifiers were implemented using their default configurations in Weka 3.6. Term unigrams, bigrams and trigrams and their frequencies were the features used. Punctuation was included as a term, with consecutive punctuation treated as a single term (e.g., emoticons, multiple exclamation marks). Crosssentence bigrams and trigrams were not allowed.
This feature selection was adapted from a similar task of finding the stress and relaxation magnitudes of tweets, in our previous research work TensiStrength (Thelwall, 2017) .
Results
Results Summary
The stress reasons were found using the three methods discussed in the previous section. Based on Pearson correlations and exact match percentages with the human annotated scores, the cluster vector method best detects stress reasons (Tables 5, 6 ). 
Distribution of reasons
The percentage of tweets with different reasons of stress, according to the cluster vector method, are given in figures 3 and 4. It is unsurprising that in many (34%) political tweets, violence is the cause of stress and in 39% of airline tweets, delay is the reason. This can be applied in identifying areas of urgent improvement in customer centric businesses.
Error analysis
There are some systematic reasons for the methods failing to find the correct stress reason.
Misleading hashtags or content words: "At least 14 killed in hockey team's bus crash #news #CNN" This tweet has hashtags #news #CNN which makes all word-vector based methods choose the reason as "media" instead of "violence". "Stocks dive amid fears of trade war" is another example. The human annotated stress reason is "economy" but, war is a misleading word which causes method 1 to choose "violence" as stressor. In methods 2 and 3 where the aggregated tweet vector instead of vectors of individual words are considered, the stressor economy is correctly identified. Multiple stressors: Tweets in which there are multiple reasons for stress. E.g.: "Killing opponents is a ruthless way to win in elections" has two stressors, "election" and "violence". Expanding the methods to accommodate multiple stressors (by choosing all stressors with cosine similarity with the tweets/content words in tweets above a threshold) will improve its performance in such tweets.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper described three new methods for finding reasons for stress in Tweets list. Datasets comprising of 2000 tweets for Politics and Airlines were manually annotated for stress reasons. The methods found stress reasons more accurately than standard machine learning, although it had problems when multiple causes were expressed in the same tweet, or when key words in the tweet were misleading. This is the first multi-category study on finding stress reasons in tweets, though limited by the restriction to two domains (politics and airlines) and one source (Twitter) . Future work needs to analyze the other domains and also automate the method to detect the potential stress reasons for different domains.
